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Virtual User Group:
Transitioning to the new Workfront 
experience
Tuesday, April 20, 2021

@Workfront     #workfrontug
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Today’s Host

Kristin Farwell
Sr. Manager, Customer Marketing 
Workfront
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This session is being recorded 
and will be made available to 

customers after the event.
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Use the Audio and Video icons to control your settings.

To view attendees and chat, use the Participants and Chat icons.

HOUSEKEEPING

Select Gallery View or Speaker View to customize your experience
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HELLO
my name is

● Company, Role and Location

● What do you hope to take away from today?

● What did you have for breakfast?

Type
into
chat:
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Agenda
11:00 a.m. Welcome and Agenda

11:05 a.m. Transitioning to the new Workfront experience
Josh Boston, Workfront

11:25 a.m. Group Discussion

11:45 a.m. Customer Spotlight: Nationwide Insurance
Brandon Pritchard, Specialist, Business Consultant
Jennifer Demboski, Consultant, Marketing Operations

12:05 p.m. Group Discussion

12:25 p.m. Wrap-up Next Steps

12:30 p.m. Event Ends
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?What is your level of 
knowledge around the 

new Workfront 
experience?
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What do most customers want to talk to each 
other about? 

• Migration experiences from other customers

• Change management and communication (how to prepare users and build excitement)

• Resources

• Changes in NWE vs Classic

• Layout templates

• Transition best practices, tips and tricks, what worked well 
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Josh Boston
Sr. Program Manager
Workfront

Presenter
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Why Transition *now* to the 
New Workfront Experience

1

2

3

User-driven, modern design

New functionality

Streamlined interactions

If you transition...

1

2

3

Lack of new functionality

Voice of customer

Eventual end-of-life for Classic

If you delay the transition...
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Changes in NWE vs Classic
Parity with Classic functionality in NWE

20.3
• Workfront Goals & Scenario Planner in NWE only
• Setup & Configuration enhancements

2021 & Beyond
• New Request experience
• Improved usability of key workflows
• Blueprints
• New reporting experience
• Proof more fully integrated into Workfront

20.4
• Export custom form data as PDF in NWE only
• Workload Balancer enhancements (some) in NWE only
• Project Metrics
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New Workfront Experience Enhancements 

2021.1 | Navigate with greater ease  

Optimizing the navigation and intake experience
• Better navigation between objects

• Breadcrumb labels, truncation, and page titles

• Request queue enhancements

2021.2 | Engage with work faster

Usability
• Greater customizability (set a default 

Filter/View/Grouping via Layout Template)

• Optimize the viewing, creation, and editing experience

• Enhanced request submission and tracking 

• Quicker access to projects (header filters)
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Transition Champions

Transition Best Practices

Transition Team Leads

Workfront Users

Identify a transition team

Understand the needs of your different audiences and 
involve them in the testing, configuration and training.

TIP: Establish a pilot team that can test the transition 
and provide feedback and lessons learned before 
rolling out to a larger audience.
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Transition Best Practices

Create a migration plan and deadline

Download a sample transition plan project 
template from Workfront One.

TIP: If you have multiple teams that will be 
making the transition to the new Workfront 
experience, copy the project and create a 
separate plan for each team.

https://one.workfront.com/s/managed-content-blogs/workfront-wednesday-did-you-know-3-key-initiatives-to-ensure-a-successful-rollou-MCIRWBYPONUFAELKZWXS7TMKYSLQ
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Transition Best Practices

Communicate early and often

This will instill confidence in your users that they will be 
supported during the change and helps to address any 
outstanding questions to alleviate fears. Make sure you 
reinforce the benefit and value to the end users. 

TIP: The new Workfront experience Onboarding Guide 
offers several communication templates (pages 19-23) to 
inform your teams at each stage of the transition. 
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Migration experiences from 3 different customers

Customer #1
Informed ~250 users on 

Thursday evening

Migrated to NWE Friday 
morning at 9am

Customer #3
Tiered groups, ~30 group 
admins and 400+ users

Created global training that 
Group Admins could tailor

Used custom dashboards by 
group to help monitor progress

3 months for 80% migration

Customer #2
Created plan, communication 

for their ~80 team

Used Workfront PPTX docs 
(with a quick rebrand)

Users said NWE was 
easier to use

60 days for full migration

1 (one!)
user requested more 

training
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Resources

The new Workfront experience page on 
Workfront One is a complete index of 
everything you might need, including: 

• Answers to common questions
• Training guides
• Downloadable Powerpoint templates
• Communication examples
• Videos
• Sample project templates
• 1-month transition plan
• Interface comparisons
• Documentation
• Customer discussions
• And more!
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Questions?
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“Birds of a Feather”
Group Discussions

Go around the room and share: 

• If you’ve already transitioned (or are 
in-transition), what’s working well? What should 
others know?

• For those who have not yet transitioned, what 
is your biggest hesitation? 
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Looking for the
New Workfront Experience 

Virtual User Group?

You’re in the right place! 

It’s a bit quiet in here 
because our attendees
are in Breakout Rooms
for group discussion. 

A moderator will be
with you shortly! 
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PRESENTER

Welcome back! 

What was a takeaway from breakout? 

Was there an “aha” moment?

DISCUSSION
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Brandon Pritchard
Specialist, Business Consultant
Nationwide

Presenter

Jennifer Demboski
Consultant, Marketing Operations
Nationwide



The New Workfront Experience 
with 

Nationwide
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Who is Nationwide Mutual Insurance? 
� Founded in 1926

� We insure; home, auto, pet, life, 
recreational, commercial, retirement, etc…

� At Nationwide, we exist to protect people, 
businesses and futures with extraordinary 
care.

� Our Vision is to be the most trusted, most 
caring and most customer-focused 
protection company.

� Our success comes through the purpose of 
our culture, the deep engagement of our 
associates, and the passion they bring to 
their work.
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Nationwide’s Journey in Workfront

• Nearly 9,000 Project in 2020

• Purchased in May 2018 – first 
projects entered in Nov 2018

• 1600 active users
• 400 licensed users
• 150+ project owners
• Adding in 300 more licensed 

users in the next 2 years

• 500 New Users Last Quarter

• 45,000 Updates per Quarter



• All current users
• New user groups are directly onboarded into the new experience
• New individual users are manually transitioned to the NWE
• Utilized WF announcements to communicate transition to larger audience 
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Nationwide’s NWE Scope 
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Level: High
Pilot ran for 2 months before training to the full team. Work instruction document was custom created for the 
team. 

• Project Management Team (15 users)

Content & Delivery’s Rollout

Three Team Types based off usage & expertise. Rollout was handled differently for each level.

• High: Power users, set up & manage projects and log time
• Medium: Upload documents, assigned tasks and log time
• Low: Range from being assigned tasks, download documents, use the calendar view to only logging time
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Level: Medium
Teams utilized a one-week Pilot. The group helped field questions for when the full teams transitioned. 
Two teams had a demo meeting:

• Account Management Team (12 users)
• 3 in Pilot

• Site Management Team (10 users)
• 2 in Pilot 

Communication was distributed to the team. It informed the team of the transition and highlighted a few key 
features:

• Creative Team (62 users)
• 4 in Pilot

Content & Delivery’s Rollout

Level: Low
Meetings were set up with each team. The time was spent highlighting new features, ensure teams transitioned 
without issues, report filters were still showing

• Web Content Team (13 users)
• Email Team (13 users)
• Print Team (10 users)
• Agency Operations (5 members)
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Successes
• Users were asking to transition prior to the demos
• More User Friendly
• Pinned Pages
• Tailored Training and Documentation
• New/Updated Layout Templates
• Metrics and Task Details tabs

• Metrics 
Tab

• Task Details Tab
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Learnings

• Home Screen Addtl Fields • Agile Story Addtl Fields

• Layouts transition, but not quite 
the same

• Admin can flip back and forth 
between Classic and NWE 

• Toggle between Classic and NWE
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Learnings
• New Users still need transitioned

• NWE pop up can be sticky

• User report to identify new requestors (manually flip)

• Users may need to zoom 
out to close NWE pop up



Q&A
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Wrap-up and Next Steps
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Continue the 
Conversation on 
Workfront One
• Collaborate with others in a similar 

industry or department

• Harness the power of your peers to 
crowdsource inspiration and solutions

• Learn about upcoming events
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Upcoming Virtual User Groups
one.workfront.com/events

• May 4: Leveraging the Group Admin Role

• May 11: Request Queues and Intake Forms

Coming soon! 

• May 18: Resource Management

• Jun 8: Training & Onboarding Users

• Jun 15: Reporting & Dashboards

• Jun 22: Transitioning to the New Workfront Experience
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Network with other Workfront 
customers at Adobe Summit!

Connecting with like-minded individuals is one of 
the best parts of any event. 

Connect with fellow Workfront customers (and 
anyone else attending Adobe Summit) 1:1 or in a 
small group with Braindate.

Visit summit.adobe.com to learn more!

Adobe Summit 2021

A free virtual event April 27-29. Join us for 
best practices, the latest insights, and 
inspiring ideas.
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Thank you.
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